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This is a revised version of doc. 4-22, including the deletion of the wording “except Germany” in point 4 of 
“Action requested”, as Germany uses the HELCOM regional server for its Baltic Sea coast. 

Background 
In April 2016 the Secretariat was informed by Denmark that the Danish Maritime Authority is in a process of 
restructuring their AIS activities and as part of this process Denmark will take steps to transfer some of the 
international AIS-functions that are currently being handled in the DMA to other actors, with effect from 1 
January 2017. This includes the agreement the DMA has with HELCOM on the HELCOM AIS Information 
Centre regarding handling of AIS-data from the Baltic Sea Countries and Norway (Norway has been a full 
member of the HELCOM AIS network and signatory of the AIS Agreement since 2005). 

The 27th Meeting of the Expert Working Group for Mutual Exchange and Deliveries of AIS & Data (AIS EWG 
27-2016) was held in St. Petersburg, Russia, 31 May – 1 June 2016. 

Below is an extract from the AIS EWG 27-2016 Outcome (Paragraphs 5.1-5.16). The complete Outcome is 
attached to this document. 

 

Agenda Item 5  Maintaining and further development of HELCOM AIS 

Documents: 5-1, 5-2 

Hosting of HELCOM AIS Server 

5.1 The Meeting took note of the information by Denmark on the Danish decision to discontinue 
the agreement with HELCOM on hosting the HELCOM AIS server and user interface with effect 1 January 
2017 (document 5-1). 

5.2 The Meeting thanked Denmark for the contributions made over the last decade to the 
HELCOM AIS network. 

5.3 All the Delegations present agreed that the regional HELCOM AIS service is both used and 
highly needed and should be continued. 

5.4 The Meeting considered the minimum requirements of the HELCOM AIS network for a future 
host and for clarity drafted a list of minimum and additional functions as follows: 

MINIMUM (functions provided by host): 

− Providing sharing of joint, real time of live data stream between members of the 
network with the needed processing (Removing duplicates) 

− Sufficient reliability of live data stream service 24/7. 
− Compiling and storing historic data from live data stream and enabling retrieval. 

  

https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/Outcome%20AIS%20EWG%2027-2016.pdf
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ADDITIONAL (functions to be implemented by interested CPs/ Secretariat): 

− Statistics  
− Web-based clients 
− Monitoring the quality of data 
− Extensive historic databases 

5.5 The Meeting agreed to the minimum requirements from EMSA in order that the regional 
server should be considered to be a component of the central SSN system: 

− Collection, storage, back-up and re-distribution as well as monitoring the availability and quality of 
the data. 

− Furthermore, the server shall comply with the security and reliability requirements of the SSN system 
and relay AIS data from the national SSN systems of the EU Member States to the central SSN system. 

5.6 The Meeting discussed different options for hosting arrangements of the HELCOM AIS network 
and resulting historic data based on the identified priorities. 

5.7 The Meeting took note that Norway (Kystverket) was ready to host the HELCOM AIS network. 
In addition, Gatehouse provided an offer presented by the Chair and Russia informed they might ask further 
in the Federal Marine Agency for national possibilities of hosting the AIS network. 

5.8 The Meeting took note of the reply by Finland to the DMA announcement (document 5-2) and 
noted the Finnish support for the suggestion to ask the HELCOM Secretariat to take over the maintenance of 
HELCOM network and the related services. 

5.9 The Meeting took note that several Contracting Parties supported the general idea that the 
HELCOM AIS would be hosted by a non-state entity including the HELCOM Secretariat. 

5.10 Estonia extended gratitude to the Danish Maritime Administration and supported the proposal 
for the HELCOM Secretariat to take over the management and maintenance of HELCOM AIS services. 

5.11 The Meeting took note of the information from the Secretariat that it would be possible for 
the Secretariat to maintain the HELCOM AIS in the future as the competence of the Secretariat in AIS is 
growing but it would likely require a longer preparatory period to gather resources and get necessary 
decisions from HELCOM HOD. 

5.12 The Meeting took note of the information from EMSA that HELCOM is one of four regional 
centres providing AIS data to EMSA and agreed that as a priority the flow of AIS data should continue and 
should not be risked. 

5.13 The Meeting noted that while the involvement of a commercial operator like Gatehouse could 
have its benefits it would have to be, for EMSA and HELCOM purposes, tied to a public body like the HELCOM 
Secretariat or a national agency, and would require public tendering as well as corresponding special 
contributions to the HELCOM budget or to a national institution. 

5.14 The Meeting took note of the information from the Secretariat that a similar funding scheme 
as the one to be applied in the case of a commercial operator was recently attempted for the HELCOM STW 
but did not succeed due to administrative difficulties. 

5.15 The Meeting welcomed the offer from Norway to host HELCOM AIS based on the minimum 
requirements and decided to recommend to HELCOM HOD that the Secretariat and the Contracting Parties 
would take the necessary steps to move the HELCOM AIS services from Denmark (DMA) to Norway 
(Kystverket) before the end of 2016. 

5.16 The Meeting requested that a meeting should be arranged between Norway, Denmark, EMSA 
and the HELCOM Secretariat close to the migration of the hosting of HELCOM AIS. 
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Action requested 
The Meeting is invited to 

− take note that all Contracting Parties present agreed that the regional HELCOM AIS service is both 
used and highly needed and should be continued (c.f. Outcome of AIS EWG 27-2016, Paragraph 5.3); 

− take note that nearly 1/3 of the actions included in the Roadmap for HELCOM activities on ecosystem 
approach are depending on or benefiting from HELCOM AIS data (c.f. Outcome of AIS EWG 27-2016, 
Annex 2); 

− decide, according to recommendation by AIS EWG 27-2016, to move the HELCOM AIS services from 
Denmark (DMA) to Norway (Kystverket) before the end of 2016, in order to avoid breaks in the 
service (c.f. Outcome of AIS EWG 27-2016, Paragraph 5.15); 

− take note that all Baltic Sea EU member states are providing AIS information to EMSA via the HELCOM 
AIS, and that hosting by Norway would ensure the continuation of this service (c.f. Outcome of AIS 
EWG 27-2016, Paragraph 5.12); 

− invite the Secretariat and the Contracting Parties to take the necessary steps, including arranging a 
meeting between the Secretariat, Norway, Denmark and EMSA (c.f. Outcome of AIS EWG 27-2016, 
Paragraph 5.16). 
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Outcome of the 27th Meeting of the 
Expert Working Group for Mutual Exchange and Deliveries of AIS & Data 

(HELCOM AIS EWG) 
 

Introduction 
0.1 In accordance with the decision by the 26th Meeting of the Expert Working Group for Mutual 
Exchange and Deliveries of AIS & Data (Outcome of HELCOM AIS EWG 26-2015, Paragraph 8.3), the 27th 
Meeting of HELCOM AIS EWG was held on 31 May – 1 June 2016 in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

0.2 The Meeting was attended by representatives of all HELCOM AIS network members except 
Germany. The participants of the Meeting are listed in Annex 1. 

0.3 Mr. Omar Eriksson from Denmark, Chair of HELCOM AIS EWG, acted as Chair of the Meeting. 
Mr. Marek Dziewicki, Vice-Chair of HELCOM AIS EWG, acted as Vice-Chair of the Meeting. Mr. Hermanni 
Backer, HELCOM Professional Secretary, acted as Secretary of the Meeting assisted by Mr. Florent Nicolas. 

0.4 The Meeting was welcomed by Mr. Sergei Rostopshin, Rosmorport, who on behalf of the hosts 
wished the participants a good meeting. 

 

Agenda Item 1  Adoption of the Agenda 

Documents: 1-1, 1-2 

1.1 The Meeting adopted the Agenda of the Meeting as contained in document 1-1. 

 

Agenda Item 2  Matters arising from HELCOM meetings and other organizations 

Documents: 2-1 

2.1 The Meeting took note of the oral information by the Secretariat on recent activities within 
HELCOM groups, especially the recent and ongoing processes in the Maritime field where the availability of 
AIS information has been instrumental, e.g. in preparing material for decisions at IMO MEPC 69 (April 2016) 
on the implementation dates of the Baltic Sea as special area under MARPOL Annex IV (sewage), 
implementation of the HELCOM Roadmap for the simultaneous designation of the Baltic Sea and the North 
Sea as MARPOL Annex VI NOx Emission Control Areas (NECAs) including estimations of NOx emissions from 
ships as well as developing tools for more regular risk assessments of ship traffic in the Baltic Sea (maritime 
pollution incidents). 

2.2 The Meeting took note of the updated Roadmap for HELCOM activities on ecosystem 
approach endorsed by HELCOM 37-2016 (document 2-1) and highlighted that a large share of these activities 
depend on, or benefit from, HELCOM AIS data (Annex 2). 

2.3 The Meeting took note of the information by the Chair on recent developments at IALA and 
ITU on VDES and related re-organization of AIS channels: 

− VDES has gone a major step forward with recent decisions on land-based VDE modulation schemes 

− Satellite VDES schemes have not yet been approved 

− The revision of GMDSS in the intersessional correspondence group under the IMO Sub-Committee 
on Navigation, Communications and Search and Rescue (NCSR) may be an opportunity to speed up 
the developments regarding VDE equipment carriage requirements. 
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2.4 The Meeting took note that Sweden has commissioned a study on interference between 
satellite VDES and satellite communication devices as this has been a source of concern in regard to the 
satellite element. 

2.5 The Meeting recalled that for MSI there are legacy systems which can be replaced by VDES but 
was of the opinion that despite such future developments the existing infrastructure (e.g. NAVTEX antennas) 
should not be dismantled and the allocated frequencies should not be given up, since they are of value for 
future technologies. 

2.6 The Meeting invited the delegations to be in contact with their national ITU contact points to 
ensure support for VDES at the next ITU World Radio Conference in 2019 and highlighted that such support 
should be gathered well in advance of the event. 

 

Agenda Item 3  Recent national developments of AIS 

Documents: 3-1 

AIS coverage, application specific AIS messages and VHF Data Exchange (VDE)/ E-navigation 

3.1 The Meeting took note of the following information on national developments: 

- Denmark will outsource most of its AIS services and in this context reduce the number of 
receivers with around 20, keeping the 18 base stations. The Danish database on historic 
AIS has been migrated from Oracle to a PostgreSQL database. An experimental database 
running Cassandra NoSQL is also available in parallel. 

- EMSA collects AIS streams mainly from regional services around Europe (including the 
HELCOM AIS), satellite AIS, LRIT data and SAR images (Synthetic Aperture Radar) are also 
collected. An important current development is the National Single Window for ship 
reporting which requires a further development to SafeSeaNet. EMSA is also carrying out 
a public tender on satellite AIS which will be closed during autumn 2016. EMSA may 
stream back satellite AIS data (system to system) to the EU Member States from an area 
up to 5 million km2. Increasing number of authorities and private operators are interested 
in AIS. Tools for automated behaviour monitoring based on AIS and other data (speed 
monitoring, vessels crossing certain predefined areas etc.) are being generated by EMSA 
to save efforts in the member states, the exact content of the interface as well as alarms 
are under consideration. 

- Estonia has not made significant AIS related developments since the last meeting and the 
same 13 base stations around Estonian coast are working. Hubs are providing the regional 
stream to the HELCOM server and ship notices as XML-messages based on AIS information 
to SafeSeaNet. Estonia does not monitor the AIS coverage or the VDL loading nowadays, 
however, funds have been secured to start VDL loading monitoring in the end of 2016. 
During March 2016 Estonia started to test providing DGPS corrections from the renewed 
Narva-Jõesuu reference station over AIS base station network, using message 17, the 
implementation of which is on-going. 

- Finland has not made major changes in the base station network since the last year but is 
working on a national database on historic AIS data which is based on full resolution (non-
thinned) data. A decision has been made to open AIS class A data to the public via national 
networks. Due to privacy concerns AIS from class B devices and devices of fisheries vessels 
will not be included in this sharing to the public. In addition, cargo information will not be 
shared. 

- Latvia is changing 4 of its base stations with SAAB and TRANSAS systems and initial 
experiences show that the new equipment is much more sensitive. A tendering project on 
GMDSS is under consideration. 
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- Lithuania has not changed its current set-up of 3 base stations 

- Norway has replaced its AIS base station transceivers with a new generation of equipment 
and experienced large increases in coverage. New AIS base stations are planned for 
Spitsbergen for SAR and pollution incident purposes due to the increasing traffic in the 
area. In Spitsbergen base stations will need solar/wind power facilities and batteries due 
to the remoteness of the area. Icing is also a problem. Norwegian AIS satellites Sat 1 and 
Sat 2 will be complemented with a new Sat 3 which will be launched in early autumn this 
year from Kazakhstan. A new satellite NORSAT 2 will try out the satellite VDES concept. 
Thus, five satellites in total will be available to monitor northern sea areas and especially 
the Barents Sea, a priority area for Norway. In addition Norway will be running trials on 
VDES base stations. (c.f. Presentation 1) 

- Poland has not changed its AIS system but has carried out a study on coverage and VDL 
loading statistics. VDES is being tested as part of the Efficiency 2 project. The Polish river 
information system has been set up according to IALA and HELCOM Recommendations. 
Experiments on a smart buoy equipped with AIS have been carried out. (c.f. Presentation 
2) 

- Russian Federation inland waterways have emerged as an increasingly important field for 
AIS applications. A national project on e-navigation with the Gulf of Finland and inland 
waterways as testing area has started. An automated database has been established for 
GOFREP. (c.f. Presentation 3) 

- Sweden has increased coverage in the Baltic Sea (Svenska Högarna) and work is currently 
being carried out to improve coverage further on the Swedish west coast. A possible issue 
with SAAB R40 common block has been observed which may cause network interface 
malfunction when sending weather data, but more detailed studies are being carried out 
to confirm this. The STM Project led by the Swedish Maritime Administration will test VDES 
in ship-to-ship and ship-shore communication during 2017-2018. Distribution of HELCOM 
AIS has been initiated via the national SAAB system. 

3.2 The Meeting recalled that Poland had similar issues as Norway with power supply and icing 
when installing AIS base stations situated on PetroBaltic Beta Oil rig platform (see e.g. HELCOM AIS EWG 
18/2008, document 3-1). 

Monitoring of VDL loading 

3.3 The Meeting considered a discussion paper on AIS coverage and VDL loading submitted by 
Poland (document 3-1) indicating VDL loads between 7-15% and recalled the IALA recommendation that the 
VDL loading should be below 50% to retain safety margins. 

3.4 The Meeting encouraged the Contracting Parties to carry out measurements of VDL loading 
and report results to future meetings. 

3.5 The Meeting recalled the ITU report ITU-R M.2287-0 on national experiences in U.S. and Japan 
on VDL loading and coverage. 

3.6 The Meeting recalled the phenomenon of tropospheric ducting which can increase the range 
of AIS transmissions considerably, and which is stronger in summer and in warmer regions such as the 
Mediterranean. However, for operational purposes long-range transmissions with such an effect can be 
considered rather as a type of interference than an increase in range. 

3.7 The Meeting took note of the information from Russia and Estonia that even if they are 
transmitting differential corrections via Msg. 17 no significant increase in VDL load has been observed. 

3.8 The Meeting noted that if position accuracy of a ship is available it can be used to monitor if a 
ship is capable of receiving Msg. 17 as it should increase when the ship passes through an area where 
DGPS/GLONASS correction is available via this message. The Meeting recalled that if correction is provided it 
is also mandatory to monitor its integrity.  

https://www.itu.int/pub/R-REP-M.2287/publications.aspx?lang=en&parent=R-REP-M.2287-2014
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Agenda Item 4  Access to and use of HELCOM AIS information 

Documents: 4-1, 4-1-Rev.1, 4-2, 4-3 

Use of data 

4.1 The Meeting welcomed the draft HELCOM guidance regarding best practices in data handling 
and definitions of certain AIS data products (document 4-1-Rev.1) as presented by the Secretariat 
(Presentation 4). 

4.2 The Meeting took note that several Contracting Parties make density maps. 

4.3 The Meeting recommended that the substance of document 4-1-Rev.1 should be developed 
further to a new HELCOM Recommendation and requested the Secretariat to provide a draft for further 
consideration. 

4.4 The Meeting recommended that the Secretariat should organise a seminar on the use of 
HELCOM AIS during the autumn 2016, which could provide input for future EU or world-wide events on the 
use of AIS data. 

Access to HELCOM AIS 

4.5 The Meeting considered the revision of HELCOM Recommendation 33/1 “Unified 
interpretation in relation to access to and use of HELCOM AIS” (document 4-2); revision of Appendix 1 to 
allow access to the Baltic AIS data to cover also projects not falling under the uses specified in the Appendix, 
and revision of Appendix 2 to correspond to the new hosting arrangements (c.f. Paragraph 5.14).  

4.6 The Meeting recalled that Denmark, Norway and Finland have made decisions to open up AIS 
data to the general public, inter alia, in order to stimulate new business opportunities. 

4.7 The Meeting took note that Estonia and Lithuania have also made steps to make data more 
easily available and that in Russia AIS data is shared increasingly between authorities. 

4.8 The Meeting was of the opinion that such developments should be reflected in the revision of 
Appendix 1 of HELCOM Recommendation 33/1 regarding the use of, and access to, HELCOM AIS data. 

4.9 The Meeting invited the Secretariat to provide proposals to revise Appendix 2 of the 
Recommendation according to the outcome of discussions on hosting of the HELCOM AIS server. 

4.10 The Meeting discussed and commented the first draft data model and service type 
specification for historical AIS data provided by Finland (document 4-3, Annexes A and B). 

4.11 The Meeting took note of the comment by the Chair that a harmonized query 
specification/language would be useful to define but the delivery/answer of data queries would perhaps be 
better to be done as NMEA sentences including comment block, and not in processed form (e.g. CSV) as 
suggested in the document. 

 

Agenda Item 5  Maintaining and further development of HELCOM AIS 

Documents: 5-1, 5-2 

Hosting of HELCOM AIS Server 

5.1 The Meeting took note of the information by Denmark on the Danish decision to discontinue 
the agreement with HELCOM on hosting the HELCOM AIS server and user interface with effect 1 January 
2017 (document 5-1). 

5.2 The Meeting thanked Denmark for the contributions made over the last decade to the 
HELCOM AIS network. 
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5.3 All the Delegations present agreed that the regional HELCOM AIS service is both used and 
highly needed and should be continued. 

5.4 The Meeting considered the minimum requirements of the HELCOM AIS network for a future 
host and for clarity drafted a list of minimum and additional functions as follows: 

MINIMUM (functions provided by host): 

− Providing sharing of joint, real time of live data stream between members of the 
network with the needed processing (Removing duplicates) 

− Sufficient reliability of live data stream service 24/7. 
− Compiling and storing historic data from live data stream and enabling retrieval. 

ADDITIONAL (functions to be implemented by interested CPs/ Secretariat): 

− Statistics  
− Web-based clients 
− Monitoring the quality of data 
− Extensive historic databases 

5.5 The Meeting agreed to the minimum requirements from EMSA in order that the regional server 
should be considered to be a component of the central SSN system: 

− Collection, storage, back-up and re-distribution as well as monitoring the availability and quality of 
the data. 

− Furthermore, the server shall comply with the security and reliability requirements of the SSN system 
and relay AIS data from the national SSN systems of the EU Member States to the central SSN system. 

5.6 The Meeting discussed different options for hosting arrangements of the HELCOM AIS network 
and resulting historic data based on the identified priorities. 

5.7 The Meeting took note that Norway (Kystverket) was ready to host the HELCOM AIS network. 
In addition, Gatehouse provided an offer presented by the Chair and Russia informed they might ask further 
in the Federal Marine Agency for national possibilities of hosting the AIS network. 

5.8 The Meeting took note of the reply by Finland to the DMA announcement (document 5-2) and 
noted the Finnish support for the suggestion to ask the HELCOM Secretariat to take over the maintenance of 
HELCOM network and the related services. 

5.9 The Meeting took note that several Contracting Parties supported the general idea that the 
HELCOM AIS would be hosted by a non-state entity including the HELCOM Secretariat. 

5.10 Estonia extended gratitude to the Danish Maritime Administration and supported the proposal 
for the HELCOM Secretariat to take over the management and maintenance of HELCOM AIS services. 

5.11 The Meeting took note of the information from the Secretariat that it would be possible for 
the Secretariat to maintain the HELCOM AIS in the future as the competence of the Secretariat in AIS is 
growing but it would likely require a longer preparatory period to gather resources and get necessary 
decisions from HELCOM HOD. 

5.12 The Meeting took note of the information from EMSA that HELCOM is one of four regional 
centres providing AIS data to EMSA and agreed that as a priority the flow of AIS data should continue and 
should not be risked. 

5.13 The Meeting noted that while the involvement of a commercial operator like Gatehouse could 
have its benefits it would have to be, for EMSA and HELCOM purposes, tied to a public body like the HELCOM 
Secretariat or a national agency, and would require public tendering as well as corresponding special 
contributions to the HELCOM budget or to a national institution. 
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5.14 The Meeting took note of the information from the Secretariat that a similar funding scheme 
as the one to be applied in the case of a commercial operator was recently attempted for the HELCOM STW 
but did not succeed due to administrative difficulties. 

5.15 The Meeting welcomed the offer from Norway to host HELCOM AIS based on the minimum 
requirements and decided to recommend to HELCOM HOD that the Secretariat and the Contracting Parties 
would take the necessary steps to move the HELCOM AIS services from Denmark (DMA) to Norway 
(Kystverket) before the end of 2016. 

5.16 The Meeting requested that a meeting should be arranged between Norway, Denmark, EMSA 
and the HELCOM Secretariat close to the migration of the hosting of HELCOM AIS. 

 

Agenda Item 6  Cooperation with other organizations 

Documents:  

6.1 The Meeting took note that the North Sea AIS network is in a similar situation as HELCOM AIS 
and that Norway is being considered as the new data host. 

6.2 The Meeting recommended to enhance information exchange between the regional AIS 
services and EMSA on best practices and new developments. 

 

Agenda Item 7  Any other business 

Documents: 7-1, 7-1-Rev.1 

7.1 The Meeting updated the lists of contact persons and technical representatives for HELCOM 
AIS EWG as well as contact persons for the HELCOM AIS Agreement (document 7-1-Rev.1). The updated 
contact address lists are contained in Annex 3. Further updates are requested to be submitted to the 
HELCOM Secretariat (teija-liisa.lehtinen@helcom.fi). 

 

Agenda Item 8  Future work and meetings 

Documents:  

8.1 The Meeting recalled that HELCOM AIS EWG 25-2014 elected Mr. Marek Dziewicki, Poland, as 
Vice-Chair of HELCOM AIS EWG for the period 2015-2016 and Mr. Omar Eriksson, Denmark, as Chair of 
HELCOM AIS EWG for the period 2014-2017. 

8.2 The Meeting re-elected Mr. Marek Dziewicki, Poland, as Vice-Chair of HELCOM AIS EWG for 
the period 2017-2019 and congratulated him for the election. 

8.3 The Meeting regretted that due to the recent restructuring at DMA, Mr. Omar Eriksson would 
not be available as Chair of HELCOM AIS EWG and thanked him for the work as EWG Chair during AIS EWG 
26-2015 and AIS EWG 27-2016. 

8.4 The Meeting discussed the chairmanship of the EWG, took note that administrational 
restructuring put some limitations to the involvement of the Vice-Chair and agreed that a Chair of HELCOM 
AIS EWG would be needed and invited the Secretariat to investigate on chairing possibilities of the 
Contracting Parties intersessionally. 

8.5 The Meeting agreed to arrange the next meeting of AIS EWG in Stockholm or Malmö, Sweden, 
on 7-8 June 2017. 

mailto:teija-liisa.lehtinen@helcom.fi
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8.6 The Meeting agreed that if an extra meeting would be needed for the migration of the AIS 
server, the Secretariat is invited to call for such a meeting during autumn 2016. 

 

Agenda Item 9  Outcome of the Meeting 

Documents: 9-1 

9.1 The Meeting adopted the draft Outcome of HELCOM AIS EWG 27-2016 containing the main 
decisions of the Meeting (document 9-1). The Outcome of the Meeting will be made available in the HELCOM 
Meeting Portal, together with the documents considered and presentations given during the Meeting (Annex 
4). 

9.2 The Meeting thanked Rosmorport for the excellent facilities, the river trip on the Neva and 
good arrangements by Ms. Ekaterina Kern, Rosmorport, leading to the successful meeting in St. Petersburg. 
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Annex 1 List of Participants  

Name Organization Email address Telephone 
Chair 

Omar Frits Eriksson Danish Maritime Authority ofe@dma.dk +45 2167 6644 
Estonia 
Alar Siht Estonian Maritime Administration alar.siht@vta.ee  +372 6205 580 
European Union 
Lazaros Aichmalotidis European Maritime Safety Agency 

(EMSA) 
lazaros.aichmalotidis@emsa.europa.eu  +351 211 209 249 

Finland 
Kaisu Heikonen Finnish Transport Agency, Maritime 

Department 
kaisu.heikonen@fta.fi +358 295 34 3302 

Latvia 
Zigmars Igaunis Latvian Coast Guard zigmars.igaunis@mil.lv  +371 2630 5381 
Lithuania 
Edmundas Trusys Lithuanian Maritime Safety 

Administration 
edmundas.trusys@msa.lt  +370 6154 8584 

Norway 
Harald Åsheim Norwegian Coastal Administration harald.aasheim@kystverket.no +47 9580 5757 
Poland 
Marek Dziewicki Maritime Office in Gdynia marek.dziewicki@umgdy.gov.pl +48 691766172 
Russia 
Yriy Ryzhuk FSUE “Rosmorport” North-Western 

Basin Branch 
y.ryzhuk@rosmorport.ru  +7 495 411 77 59 

Sergei Ozerov FSUE “Rosmorport” North-Western 
Basin Branch 

s.ozerov@spb.rosmorport.ru +7 921 919 00 39  

Sergei Rostopshin FSUE “Rosmorport” North-Western 
Basin Branch 

s.rostopshin@spb.rosmorport.ru +7 921 757 70 09 

Vladimir Solovev FSUE “Rosmorport” North-Western 
Basin Branch 

v.solovev@spb.rosmorport.ru +7 921 931 33 12  

Andrei Mikhailov FSUE “Rosmorport” North-Western 
Basin Branch 

mikhailov@rsbm.ru +7 921 908 00 17 

Sweden 
Johan Winell Swedish Maritime Administration johan.winell@sjofartsverket.se +46 708 191186 
HELCOM Secretariat 
Hermanni Backer 
Professional Secretary 

Helsinki Commission hermanni.backer@helcom.fi  +358 46 850 9199 

Florent Nicolas 
Project Researcher 

Helsinki Commission florent.nicolas@helcom.fi  +358 40 668 3145 

file://hc-dcv1/data/MARITIME/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016/ofe@dma.dk
mailto:alar.siht@vta.ee
mailto:lazaros.aichmalotidis@emsa.europa.eu
file://hc-dcv1/data/MARITIME/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016/kaisu.heikonen@fta.fi
mailto:zigmars.igaunis@mil.lv
mailto:edmundas.trusys@msa.lt
file://hc-dcv1/data/MARITIME/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016/harald.aasheim@kystverket.no
file://hc-dcv1/data/MARITIME/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016/marek.dziewicki@umgdy.gov.pl
mailto:y.ryzhuk@rosmorport.ru
file://hc-dcv1/data/MARITIME/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016/Outcome/v.solovev@spb.rosmorport.ru
mailto:hermanni.backer@helcom.fi
mailto:florent.nicolas@helcom.fi
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Annex 2 Activities depending on, or benefiting from, HELCOM AIS data in the Roadmap for HELCOM activities on ecosystem approach 
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Annex 3 Contact addresses for HELCOM AIS EWG 

 

CONTACT PERSONS FOR HELCOM AIS EWG 

DENMARK 

Mr. Omar Eriksson 
Chair of AIS EWG (until AIS EWG 
27-2016) 
 

Danish Maritime Authority 
Overgaden oven Vandet 62 B 
P.O. Box 1919 
DK-1023 Copenhagen K 

Dir.Phone: +45 32689598 
Fax: +45 32574341 
Email: ofe@dma.dk 
 

ESTONIA 

Mr. Alar Siht 
 

Estonian Maritime Administration 
Valge 4 
EE-11413 Tallinn 

Dir.Phone: +372 6205580 
Fax: +372 6205586 
Email: alar.siht@vta.ee 

Ms. Merily Must 
 

Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
Communications 
Aviation and Maritime 
Department 
11 Harju Street 
EE-15072 Tallinn 

Dir.Phone: +372 6397659 
Fax: +372 6313660 
Email: merily.must@mkm.ee 

EUROPEAN UNION 

Mr. Lazaros Aichmalotidis 
 

European Maritime Safety Agency 
(EMSA) 
Cais Do Sodré 
1249-206 Lisbon 

Dir.Phone: +351 211209249 
Fax: +351 211209217 
Email: lazaros.aichmalotidis@ 
emsa.europa.eu 

FINLAND 

Ms. Lolan Margaretha Eriksson 
 

Ministry of Transport and 
Communications 
Transport Policy Department 
P.O. 31 
FI-00023 Government 

Dir.Phone: 358 295342493 
Mob.Phone: +358 407448118 
Fax: +358 916028592 
Email: lolan.eriksson@mintc.fi 
 

Ms. Kaisu Heikonen 
 

Finnish Transport Agency 
Traffic Services Department 
P.O. Box 33 
FI-00521 Helsinki 

Dir.Phone: +358 295343302 
Mob.Phone: +358 405734949 
Fax: +358 206373700 
Email: kaisu.heikonen@fta.fi 

GERMANY 

Mr. Hans-Heinrich Callsen-Bracker 
 

Ministry of Transport, Building 
and Urban Development 
Robert-Schuman-Platz 1 
D-53175 Bonn 

Dir.Phone: +49 2283004636 
Fax: +49 2283008074636 
Email: hans.callsen@bmvbs.bund.de 

Mr. Raven Kurtz 
 

Federal Waterways and Shipping 
Administration 
Waterways and Shipping 
Directorate North 
Hindenburgufer 247 
D-24106 Kiel 

Dir.Phone: +49 43133948120 
Fax: +49 43133946399 
Email: raven.kurtz@wsv.bund.de 
 

LATVIA 

Mr. Zigmars Igaunis Latvian Coast Guard, MRCC Riga 
Meldru street 5a 
LV-1015 Riga 

Dir.Phone: +371 67082070 
Fax: +371 67320100 
Email: zigmars.igaunis@mil.lv 
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Mr. Jurijs Troickis 
 

Latvian Coast Guard, MRCC Riga 
Meldru street 5a 
LV-1015 Riga 

Dir.Phone: +371 67082051 
or +371 26080859 
Email: jurijs.troickis@mil.lv 

LITHUANIA 

Mr. Linas Kasparavicius 
 

Lithuanian Maritime Safety 
Administration 
Deputy Director 
J. Janonio str. 24 
LT-92251 Klaipeda 

Dir.Phone:  
Fax: +370 46469600 
Email: linas.kasparavicius@msa.lt 
 

Mr. Alfridas Ulozas 
 

Lithuanian Maritime Safety 
Administration 
Vessel Traffic Monitoring Division 
J. Janonio str. 24 
LT-92251 Klaipeda 

Dir.Phone: +370 46469696 
Fax: +370 46469600 
Email: alfridas.ulozas@msa.lt 
 

NORWAY 

Mr. Tor Inge Miljeteig 
 

Norwegian Coastal 
Administration 
Flathaugata 12 
N-5523 Haugesund 

Dir.Phone: +47 94803446 
Fax: +47 52733201 
Email: tor-inge.miljeteig@ 
kystverket.no 

POLAND 

Mr. Marek Dziewicki 
Vice-Chair of AIS EWG 
 

Maritime Office in Gdynia 
Ul. Chrzanowskiego 10 
PL-81 338 Gdynia 

Dir.Phone: +48 583553720 
Fax: +48 586201936 
Email: 
marek.dziewicki@umgdy.gov.pl 

Mr. Marek Ledochowski 
 

Maritime Office in Gdynia 
Ul. Chrzanowskiego 10 
PL-81 338 Gdynia 

Dir.Phone: +48 583553710 
Fax: +48 586201936 
Email: 
marek.ledochowski@umgdy.gov.pl 

Mr. Grzegorz Zacharczuk 
 

Maritime Office in Gdynia 
Ul. Chrzanowskiego 10 
PL-81 338 Gdynia 

Dir.Phone: +48 583553721 
Fax: +48 586201936 
Email: 
grzegorz.zacharczuk@umgdy.gov.pl 

RUSSIA 

Mr. Andrey Dolzhikov 
 

FSUE “Rosmorport” 
Maritime Safety System  
19, Suschevskaya str. 
RU-127 055 Moscow 

Dir.Phone: +7 4952213085 
Fax: +7 4959261239 
Email: a.dolzhikov@rosmorport.ru 
 

Mr. Evgeny Kuzovinsky 
 

FSUE “Rosmorport” 
Maritime Safety System 
19, Suschevskaya str. 
RU-127 055 Moscow 

Dir.Phone: +7 4954117759 
Fax: +7 4956261239 
Email: e.kuzovinsky@rosmorport.ru 
 

SWEDEN 

Mr. Torbjörn Grape Swedish Maritime Administration 
Systems Technology Unit 
Östra Promenaden 7 
S-601 78 Norrköping 

Dir.Phone: +46 104786141 
Fax: +46 11191055 
Email: 
torbjorn.grape@sjofartsverket.se 
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HELCOM AIS Information Center (until 31.12.2016) 

Contact points to be used regarding access to accounts application on the Baltic Sea Information Center: 
Cases of mix between credentials or lost credentials, problems with access  

 Helpdesk        aisservices@dma.dk, +45 91376218 
 Peter Dam       PED@dma.dk  

Please provide him with the following information: Full name, Company, Tel. no., e-mail, Postal address and an 
acronym in 3 letters and the application wished to access: 1) Proxy real time data, 2) web statistics, 3) extract 
historical AIS data in web statistics or 4) web AIS display 
 

 

TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVES FOR HELCOM AIS EWG 

DENMARK 

Mr. Omar Eriksson 
 

Danish Maritime Authority 
Overgaden oven Vandet 62 B 
P.O. Box 1919 
DK-1023 Copenhagen K 

Dir.Phone: +45 32689598 
Fax: +45 32574341 
Email: ofe@dma.dk 
 

ESTONIA 

Mr. Alar Siht 
 

Estonian Maritime Administration 
Valge 4 
EE-11413 Tallinn 

Dir.Phone: +372 6205580 
Fax: +372 6205586 
Email: alar.siht@vta.ee 

Ms. Merily Must 
 

Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
Communications 
Aviation and Maritime Department 
11 Harju Street 
EE-15072 Tallinn 

Dir.Phone: +372 6397659 
Fax: +372 6313660 
Email: merily.must@mkm.ee 

FINLAND 

Ms. Kaisu Heikonen 
 

Finnish Transport Agency 
Traffic Services Department 
P.O. Box 33 
FI-00521 Helsinki 

Dir.Phone: +358 206373302 
Mob.Phone: +358 405734949 
Fax: +358 206373700 
Email: kaisu.heikonen@fta.fi 

Mr. Jouni Patrakka 
 

Finnish Transport Agency 
Traffic Services Department 
P.O. Box 351 
FI-20101 Turku 

Dir.Phone: +358 206373308 
Mob.Phone: +358 405517662 
Fax: +358 206373700 
Email: jouni.patrakka@fta.fi 

GERMANY 

Mr. Christian Forst 
 

Federal Waterways and Shipping 
Administration 
Directorates North & Northwest 
Hindenburgufer 247 
D-24106 Kiel 

Dir.Phone: +49 4313394321 
Fax: +49 4313394348 
Email: 
christian.forst@wsv.bund.de 
 

LATVIA 

Mr. Karlis Snikis Latvian Coast Guard Service 
Meldru street 5a 
LV-1015 Riga 

Dir.Phone: +371 67082070 
Fax: +371 67320100 
Email: karlis.snikis@mil.lv 

Mr. Zigmars Igaunis Latvian Coast Guard, MRCC Riga 
Meldru street 5a 
LV-1015 Riga 

Dir.Phone: +371 67082070 
Fax: +371 67320100 
Email: zigmars.igaunis@mil.lv 

mailto:PED@dma.dk
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LITHUANIA 

Mr. Edmundas Trusys Lithuanian Maritime Safety 
Administration 
J. Janonio str. 24 
LT-92251 Klaipeda 

Dir.Phone: +370 46469697 
Fax: +370 46469600 
Email: edmundas.trusys@msa.lt 
 

NORWAY 

Mr. Harald Åsheim 
 

Norwegian Maritime 
Administration 
P.O. Box 1502 
N-6025 Aalesund 

Dir.Phone: +47 52733321 
Fax: +47 52733201 
Email: 
harald.aasheim@kystverket.no 

POLAND 

Mr. Marek Dziewicki 
 

Maritime Office in Gdynia 
Ul. Chrzanowskiego 10 
PL-81 338 Gdynia 

Dir.Phone: +48 583553720 
Fax: +48 586201936 
Email: 
marek.dziewicki@umgdy.gov.pl 

RUSSIA 

Mr. Sergey Ozerov 
 

FSUE “Rosmorport” North-Western 
Basin Branch 
8, Gapsalskaya Street 
RU-198 035 St. Petersburg 

Dir.Phone: +7 8123274123 
Fax: +7 8123245755 
Email: 
s.ozerov@spb.rosmorport.ru 

Mr. Sergei Rostopshin  FSUE “Rosmorport” North-Western 
Basin Branch  
8, Gapsalskaya Street  
RU-198 035 St. Petersburg 

Dir.Phone: +7 9217577009  
Fax: +7 8124506707 
Email: 
s.rostopshin@spb.rosmorport.ru  

Mr. Andrei Mikhailov FSUE "Rosmorport" North-Western 
Basin Branch 
8, Gapsalskaya Street 
RU-198 035 St. Petersburg 

Dir.Phone: +7 9219080017 
Email: mikhailov@rsbm.ru 

SWEDEN 

Mr. Johan Winell Swedish Maritime Administration 
Promenaden 7 
S-601 78 Norrköping 

Dir.Phone: +46 708 191186 
Fax: +46 11191490 
Email: 
johan.winell@sjofartsverket.se 

 

CONTACT PERSONS FOR HELCOM AIS AGREEMENT 

DENMARK 

Mr. Omar Eriksson 
 

Danish Maritime Authority 
Overgaden oven Vandet 62 B 
P.O. Box 1919 
DK-1023 Copenhagen K 

Dir.Phone: +45 32689598 
Fax: +45 32574341 
Email: ofe@dma.dk 
 

ESTONIA 

Mr. Alar Siht 
 

Estonian Maritime Administration 
Valge 4 
EE-11413 Tallinn 

Dir.Phone: +372 6205580 
Fax: +372 6205586 
Email: alar.siht@vta.ee 

Ms. Merily Must 
 

Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
Communications 
Aviation and Maritime Department 
11 Harju Street 

Dir.Phone: +372 6397659 
Fax: +372 6313660 
Email: merily.must@mkm.ee 
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EE-15072 Tallinn 

FINLAND 

Mr. Virpi Anttila 
 

Finnish Transport Agency 
Traffic Services Department 
P.O. Box 33 
FI-00521 Helsinki 

Dir.Phone: +358 295343642 
Mob.Phone: +358 405109983 
Fax: +358 206373700 
Email: virpi.anttila@fta.fi 

GERMANY 

Mr. Jan Reche 
 

Maritime Safety Division 
Federal Ministry of Transport and 
Digital Infrastructure 
Robert-Schuman-Platz 1 
D-53175 Bonn 

Dir.Phone: +49 2283004630 
Fax: +49 2283008074636 
Email: Jan.Reche@bmvi.bund.de 

LATVIA 

Mr. Artis Tirzmalis Latvian Coast Guard Service 
Meldru street 5a 
LV-1015 Riga 

Dir.Phone.: +371 28380614 
Email: Artis.Tirzmalis@mil.lv 

LITHUANIA 

Mr. Robertinas Tarasevicius 
 

Lithuanian Maritime Safety 
Administration 
Janonio 24 str. 
LT-92251 Klaipeda 

Dir.Phone: +370 46469603 
Fax: +370 46469600 
Email: 
robertinas.tarasevicius@msa.lt 

NORWAY 

Mr. Jon Leon Ervik 
 

Norwegian Coastal Administration 
Flathauggata 1 
N-5501 Haugesund 

Dir.Phone: +47 52733200 
Fax: +47 52733201 
Email: 
jon.leon.ervik@kystverket.no 

POLAND 

Mr. Marek Dziewicki 
 

Maritime Office in Gdynia 
Ul. Chrzanowskiego 10 
PL-81 338 Gdynia 

Dir.Phone: +48 583553720 
Fax: +48 586201936 
Email: 
marek.dziewicki@umgdy.gov.pl 

RUSSIA 

Mr. Konstantin Palnikov Ministry of Transport  
Department of State Policy for 
Maritime and River Transport  
1, bldg 1, Rozhdestvenka str.  
RU-109 012 Moscow 

Dir.Phone: +7 4956261423  
Fax: +7 4956261609 
Email: rusma@mintrans.ru 

SWEDEN 

Mr. Torbjörn Grape Swedish Maritime Administration 
Systems Technology Unit 
Östra Promenaden 7 
S-601 78 Norrköping 

Dir.Phone: +46 104786141 
Fax: +46 11191055 
Email: 
torbjorn.grape@sjofartsverket.se 
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Annex 4 Documents and presentations 

List of Documents 
Title Category Submitted by 

1-1 Provisional Agenda.pdf DEC Secretariat 

1-2 Annotations to the Provisional Agenda.pdf CMNT Secretariat 

2-1 Roadmap for HELCOM activities on ecosystem approach.pdf INF Secretariat 

3-1 Discussion on AIS coverage and VDL loading.pdf INF Poland 

4-1 Draft HELCOM guidance regarding best practices in data handling and 
definitions of certain AIS data products.pdf 

DEC Secretariat 

4-1-Rev1 Draft HELCOM guidance regarding best practices in data handling and 
definitions of certain AIS data products.pdf 

DEC Secretariat 

4-2 Revision of HELCOM Recommendation 33-1.pdf DEC Secretariat 

4-3 Historical AIS data interface.pdf INF Finland 

5-1 Agreement between DMA and HELCOM regarding handling of AIS data.pdf DEC Secretariat 

5-2 DMA Announcement reply.pdf 
5-2-Annex 1.pdf 

INF Finland 

7-1 Contact address lists for HELCOM AIS EWG.pdf CMNT Secretariat 

7-1-Rev1 Contact address lists for HELCOM AIS EWG.pdf CMNT Secretariat 

 

List of Presentations 
No. Title Presented by 

1. AIS status, North Atlantic AIS EWG meeting May 26 –27, 2016 Lisbon Norway 

2. Current information on WP 4.5 Smart Buoy Service Poland 

3. Present status and further development of national AIS Network and E-Navigation Russia 

4. Handling 10 years of HELCOM AIS data Secretariat 

 

 

https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/1-1%20Provisional%20Agenda.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/1-2%20Annotations%20to%20the%20Provisional%20Agenda.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/2-1%20Roadmap%20for%20HELCOM%20activities%20on%20ecosystem%20approach.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/3-1%20Discussion%20on%20AIS%20coverage%20and%20VDL%20loading.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/4-1%20Draft%20HELCOM%20guidance%20regarding%20best%20practices%20in%20data%20handling%20and%20definitions%20of%20certain%20AIS%20data%20products.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/4-1%20Draft%20HELCOM%20guidance%20regarding%20best%20practices%20in%20data%20handling%20and%20definitions%20of%20certain%20AIS%20data%20products.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/4-1-Rev1%20Draft%20HELCOM%20guidance%20regarding%20best%20practices%20in%20data%20handling%20and%20definitions%20of%20certain%20AIS%20data%20products.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/4-1-Rev1%20Draft%20HELCOM%20guidance%20regarding%20best%20practices%20in%20data%20handling%20and%20definitions%20of%20certain%20AIS%20data%20products.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20Revision%20of%20HELCOM%20Recommendation%2033-1.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/4-3%20Historical%20AIS%20data%20interface.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/5-1%20Agreement%20between%20DMA%20and%20HELCOM%20regarding%20handling%20of%20AIS%20data.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/5-2%20DMA%20Announcement%20reply.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/5-2-Annex%201.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/7-1%20Contact%20address%20lists%20for%20HELCOM%20AIS%20EWG.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/MeetingDocuments/7-1-Rev1%20Contact%20address%20lists%20for%20HELCOM%20AIS%20EWG.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/Documents/1_North%20Atlantic%20basestations_Norway.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/Documents/2_Smart%20Buoy%20Service%20requirements_Poland.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/Documents/3_St.Petersburg_E-Navigation_%20Russia.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/AIS%20EWG%2027-2016-290/Documents/4_Handling%20AIS_HELCOM%20Secretariat.pdf

	Background
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	Introduction
	Agenda Item 1  Adoption of the Agenda
	1.1 The Meeting adopted the Agenda of the Meeting as contained in document 1-1.

	Agenda Item 2  Matters arising from HELCOM meetings and other organizations
	2.1 The Meeting took note of the oral information by the Secretariat on recent activities within HELCOM groups, especially the recent and ongoing processes in the Maritime field where the availability of AIS information has been instrumental, e.g. in ...
	2.2 The Meeting took note of the updated Roadmap for HELCOM activities on ecosystem approach endorsed by HELCOM 37-2016 (document 2-1) and highlighted that a large share of these activities depend on, or benefit from, HELCOM AIS data (Annex 2).
	2.3 The Meeting took note of the information by the Chair on recent developments at IALA and ITU on VDES and related re-organization of AIS channels:
	 VDES has gone a major step forward with recent decisions on land-based VDE modulation schemes
	 Satellite VDES schemes have not yet been approved
	 The revision of GMDSS in the intersessional correspondence group under the IMO Sub-Committee on Navigation, Communications and Search and Rescue (NCSR) may be an opportunity to speed up the developments regarding VDE equipment carriage requirements.
	2.4 The Meeting took note that Sweden has commissioned a study on interference between satellite VDES and satellite communication devices as this has been a source of concern in regard to the satellite element.
	2.5 The Meeting recalled that for MSI there are legacy systems which can be replaced by VDES but was of the opinion that despite such future developments the existing infrastructure (e.g. NAVTEX antennas) should not be dismantled and the allocated fre...
	2.6 The Meeting invited the delegations to be in contact with their national ITU contact points to ensure support for VDES at the next ITU World Radio Conference in 2019 and highlighted that such support should be gathered well in advance of the event.

	Agenda Item 3  Recent national developments of AIS
	AIS coverage, application specific AIS messages and VHF Data Exchange (VDE)/ E-navigation
	3.1 The Meeting took note of the following information on national developments:
	- Denmark will outsource most of its AIS services and in this context reduce the number of receivers with around 20, keeping the 18 base stations. The Danish database on historic AIS has been migrated from Oracle to a PostgreSQL database. An experimen...
	- EMSA collects AIS streams mainly from regional services around Europe (including the HELCOM AIS), satellite AIS, LRIT data and SAR images (Synthetic Aperture Radar) are also collected. An important current development is the National Single Window f...
	- Estonia has not made significant AIS related developments since the last meeting and the same 13 base stations around Estonian coast are working. Hubs are providing the regional stream to the HELCOM server and ship notices as XML-messages based on A...
	- Finland has not made major changes in the base station network since the last year but is working on a national database on historic AIS data which is based on full resolution (non-thinned) data. A decision has been made to open AIS class A data to ...
	- Latvia is changing 4 of its base stations with SAAB and TRANSAS systems and initial experiences show that the new equipment is much more sensitive. A tendering project on GMDSS is under consideration.
	- Lithuania has not changed its current set-up of 3 base stations
	- Norway has replaced its AIS base station transceivers with a new generation of equipment and experienced large increases in coverage. New AIS base stations are planned for Spitsbergen for SAR and pollution incident purposes due to the increasing tra...
	- Poland has not changed its AIS system but has carried out a study on coverage and VDL loading statistics. VDES is being tested as part of the Efficiency 2 project. The Polish river information system has been set up according to IALA and HELCOM Reco...
	- Russian Federation inland waterways have emerged as an increasingly important field for AIS applications. A national project on e-navigation with the Gulf of Finland and inland waterways as testing area has started. An automated database has been es...
	- Sweden has increased coverage in the Baltic Sea (Svenska Högarna) and work is currently being carried out to improve coverage further on the Swedish west coast. A possible issue with SAAB R40 common block has been observed which may cause network in...
	3.2 The Meeting recalled that Poland had similar issues as Norway with power supply and icing when installing AIS base stations situated on PetroBaltic Beta Oil rig platform (see e.g. HELCOM AIS EWG 18/2008, document 3-1).
	Monitoring of VDL loading
	3.3 The Meeting considered a discussion paper on AIS coverage and VDL loading submitted by Poland (document 3-1) indicating VDL loads between 7-15% and recalled the IALA recommendation that the VDL loading should be below 50% to retain safety margins.
	3.4 The Meeting encouraged the Contracting Parties to carry out measurements of VDL loading and report results to future meetings.
	3.5 The Meeting recalled the ITU report ITU-R M.2287-0 on national experiences in U.S. and Japan on VDL loading and coverage.
	3.6 The Meeting recalled the phenomenon of tropospheric ducting which can increase the range of AIS transmissions considerably, and which is stronger in summer and in warmer regions such as the Mediterranean. However, for operational purposes long-ran...
	3.7 The Meeting took note of the information from Russia and Estonia that even if they are transmitting differential corrections via Msg. 17 no significant increase in VDL load has been observed.
	3.8 The Meeting noted that if position accuracy of a ship is available it can be used to monitor if a ship is capable of receiving Msg. 17 as it should increase when the ship passes through an area where DGPS/GLONASS correction is available via this m...

	Agenda Item 4  Access to and use of HELCOM AIS information
	4.1 The Meeting welcomed the draft HELCOM guidance regarding best practices in data handling and definitions of certain AIS data products (document 4-1-Rev.1) as presented by the Secretariat (Presentation 4).
	4.2 The Meeting took note that several Contracting Parties make density maps.
	4.3 The Meeting recommended that the substance of document 4-1-Rev.1 should be developed further to a new HELCOM Recommendation and requested the Secretariat to provide a draft for further consideration.
	4.4 The Meeting recommended that the Secretariat should organise a seminar on the use of HELCOM AIS during the autumn 2016, which could provide input for future EU or world-wide events on the use of AIS data.
	Access to HELCOM AIS
	4.5 The Meeting considered the revision of HELCOM Recommendation 33/1 “Unified interpretation in relation to access to and use of HELCOM AIS” (document 4-2); revision of Appendix 1 to allow access to the Baltic AIS data to cover also projects not fall...
	4.6 The Meeting recalled that Denmark, Norway and Finland have made decisions to open up AIS data to the general public, inter alia, in order to stimulate new business opportunities.
	4.7 The Meeting took note that Estonia and Lithuania have also made steps to make data more easily available and that in Russia AIS data is shared increasingly between authorities.
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